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Why Glaciated Regions Have Abundant Waterpower
11} FdL- uv;-' RjfLis. The parts of the world which possess the most
favorable ambiiution of rugged relief, many lakes, and abundant rain-
fail have all been glaciated/ As the great icesheets of the cold, stormy
glacial period moved slowly forward from cool, stormy, elevated regions,
they changed the topography in such a way as to improve it for water-
power. Rivers were turned out of their courses so that they formed
numerous falls and rapids, and great hollows were formed which are now
filled by lakes. Niagara Falls, the most easily used and favorably located
of the world's main sources of waterpower, came into existence be'cause
ice closed the ancient outlet of Lake Erie.. The lake overflowed along a
new course, and therefore tumbles over a cliff so that today Niagara Falls
furnishes light and power to multitudes of people. The falls might
furnish 3,000,000 horsepower, or nearly a sixth of all that is used in the
United States, if the governments of the United States and Canada had
not imposed restrictions in order to preserve the natural beauty of the
tremendous waterfall
In New England, Wisconsin, and similar regions the ancient glaciers
did not cause such striking falls as at Niagara, but gave rise to many
smaller ones, and to frequent rapids which can easily be dammed. This
has stimulated the growth of such industrial cities as Manchester, Nashua,
Lowell, and Lawrence on the Merrimac River; Holyoke, Springfield, and
Hartford on the Connecticut; and a string of small cities on the lower
Fox River in Wisconsin.
In mountainous regions the ancient glaciers deepened the valleys and
steepened their walls so that tributary streams often enter the main valley
in a series of cascades which can readily be utilized for power. In
Switzerland and Norway, where glaciers persisted in many valleys for
thousands of years after the continental glacier had retreated, such falls
are numerous, and are one reason for the preeminence of those countries
in the use of waterpower.
(2) Glacial Lafes. Over 90 per cent of all the lakes in the world are
due to glaciation. In some of them, such as the Great Lakes, the Finger
Lakes of Central New York, and the famous lakes at the foot of the Alps
in northern Italy, the glaciers dug out enormous hollows which were
filled by water when the ice melted. In others, such as hundreds of lakes
in New England, Wisconsin, Canada, and Russia, the ice laid down great
masses of rock and soil called moraines, and these caused lakes by acting
as dams. Wherever such lake regions have sufficient relief they afford
the conditions needed for the development of abundant waterpower.
Glacial lakes, falls, and rapids, for example, helped early New England to
develop manufacturing industries. They are still a valuable asset although

